Unconventional modes for STEM imaging of biological structures.
In this paper recent developments are discussed in instrumentation and methodology associated with scanning transmission electron microscopes (STEM), which are of great potential interest for solving structural and chemical problems in biological specimens. After describing the main features of the instrument, an attempt is made to define which type of signal acquisition and processing is best suited to obtain a given type of information. Starting with a definition of cross sections of interest, a discussion follows of methods using angular selection, energy selection of the transmitted beam, and several ways of signal mixing. More specific attention is devoted to two main modes of processing signals: ratio contrast, which emphasizes slight changes in scattering factors, rather independent of thickness variations; and elemental mapping, which provides semi-quantitative information on the distribution of low Z elements of great significance in biological specimens. Data relevant to typical biological objects are presented and discussed; they allow for the definition of the capabilities and limitations of these methods. These unconventional imaging modes define a new attitude for improving the efficiency of this modern generation of electron microscopes.